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Von Hippel Lindau
 Multi-system disorder
 Mutations in VHL gene responsible 

for degradation of hypoxia inducible 
factor 1-alpha (HIF1α)

 Results in hemangioblastomas
 Eye
 Brain
 Spine

 Deafness (endolymphatic sac 
tumours)

 Pancreatic cysts
 variable expressivity = not all 

mutation carriers develop all 
manifestations

 Frameshift mutations result in risk of 
renal cell carcinoma “type 1”

 Missense mutation result in 
pheochromocytoma “type 2”

 Genetics is not straightforward
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Adapted with permission from Ho & 
Jonasch (2014)



VHL vs other genes….

 Large gene-based 
consortium

 BRCA1/2 (ENIGMA)
 Cystic fibrosis
 Hereditary Colon 

Cancer (INSIGHT)
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VHL Case Studies
Scenario 1: Clinical Case Study

 23 year old patient with renal cell carcinoma
Gene panel testing reveals a germline VHL variant:

 c.345C>G [p.H115Q missense mutation]
 Lab classification: Variant of unknown significance

 Family history is negative for VHL disease 
 No VHL mutations in family members

Does this patient have VHL disease?
 Should this patient receive life-long surveillance?
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 Assertion for (VHL c.345C>G) mutation is inconclusive on 
ClinVar, no phenotype described:
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Case study Patient Scenario: ClinVar gene database



VISION
VHL Information-Sharing International cONsortium
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Mandate: Improve VHL disease understanding and treatment 
on a global scale by sharing genomic and clinical information.

Projects:
• Curate a database of VHL variants
 Establish an Expert Panel to:

1. Create rules for VHL variant interpretation
2. Use VHL rules to identify pathogenic variants

 Freely share data with the VHL community around the world



Housing VHL Variants in CIViC
▪ VHL information is scattered and unorganized
▪ Open access, community-driven web resource for Clinical 

Interpretation of Variants in Cancer 
▪ Standardized (Human Phenotype Ontology) 
▪ Centralized, debated, and interpreted data of associations 

between specific mutations, phenotypes, and responses to 
a targeted therapy 

▪ Search by variant, phenotype, disease, therapy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
user friendly search by variantsearch by phenotype Precision medicine refers to the use of prevention and treatment strategies that are tailored to the unique features of each individual and their disease. In the context of cancer this might involve the identification of specific mutations shown to predict response to a targeted therapy. The biomedical literature describing these associations is large and growing rapidly. Currently these interpretations exist largely in private or encumbered databases resulting in extensive repetition of effort. Realizing precision medicine will require this information to be centralized, debated and interpreted for application in the clinic. CIViC is an open access, open source, community-driven web resource for Clinical Interpretation of Variants in Cancer. Our goal is to enable precision medicine by providing an educational forum for dissemination of knowledge and active discussion of the clinical significance of cancer genome alterations
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Assembling all VHL cases ever published



What does the data look like?
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Confirmed De Novo? 

Kindred Case? 



What does the data look like?
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Resolution?
- Patient 
- Family
- Variant
- Tumor

Age Type? 
- Evaluated
- Last known
- Death



What does the data look like?
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Wait, what’s this 
section…?



Validating the data
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High-quality variants

Review by 
genetic 

counsellors, 
data curators, 

genetists

Contacting 
Authors 

Variant 
Validator
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Back to the case, c.345C>G 
CIViC: Search By Variant



Case Study: Conclusion

 CIViC Evidence Supports c.345C>G Pathogenicity
 Ask lab to reclassify, pathogenic a severe variant

Management decision: Patient should undergo surveillance 
and likely has VHL disease
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CIViC vs Clinvar Search By Phenotype 
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CIViC: Search By Phenotype 

Variants Associated with RCC



Analyses on aggregate VHL 
database…
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Patient-level resolution: phenotype prevalence 

Phenotype prevalence at patient-level data resolution showing highest 
reports of CNS hemangioblastoma.
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Patient-level resolution: age-related penetrance

Why is N = 458?

• Age of onset for 
patients with only one 
phenotype as a 
surrogate for age-
related penetrance  

• Suggests earlier onset 
with retinal angioma
and 
pheochromocytoma/ 
paraganglioma.
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Patient-level resolution: phenotype correlation 
ratios 

• High correlation 
between 
pheochromocytoma
/ paraganglioma
and pancreatic 
neuroendocrine 
tumors.
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Family-level resolution

Frequency of missense mutations in families supports potential hotspots at 
codon 167 and 161.
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Next steps and what we learned

 Duplicated cohorts
 Challenges with aggregating different data types
 Release complete dataset for collaborative researchers
 Other genes? 



 ClinVar database quality
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Why was it not in ClinVar?

Single 
submitter

Expert Panel



VHL ClinGen Expert Panel
Creating Customized VHL-specific Rules
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VISION Overview
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